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SIX-MONTH DIVISIONAL CONTEST

Step Up
Sales

To Step 
Back in 

Time

Just one more month remains to qualify
for the latest Six-Month Divisional Contest

O l
Barcelona

Barcelona is a city with a Roman subsoil and a horizon

in the 21st century.  It’s a place where people speak two

languages, where Gothic architecture stands alongside

contemporary buildings, where economic dynamism

blends with intellectual effervescence and where the

sea is a stage and the mountains its backdrop.

Museums

Barcelona is renowned for its cultural tradition with a

vast and captivating collection of museums including

the National Art Museum of Catalonia, the City History

Museum, the Picasso Museum, the Joan Miró

Foundation, the Science Museum and the Barcelona

Museum of Contemporary Art.

Nightlife

The Barcelona night offers many more possibilities –

theatre, cinema, flamenco shows, concerts and dancing

at the discotheques.  This is assuming that you've

already had dinner.  If not, you can start the night by

choosing any kind of restaurant and specialty you like.

Site seeing

The Ramblas, a single tree-lined street that runs down

to the port, encapsulates the character of the city.  A

variety of markets line the paved center of the street.

It's littered with cafés, shops, restaurants and the

covered town market runs alongside.  To the northeast

is the old town, where the elegant 19th-century Plaça

Reial is a good spot to sit with a cold beverage.  Just to

the north, where the local government buildings are

located, is the Barri Gòtic, a remarkable concentration

of medieval streets and Gothic buildings, including La

Seu cathedral and its impressive cloister.  Once entirely

enclosed by fourth-century AD Roman walls, the area

principally dates from the 14th and 15th centuries

when Barcelona was at the height of its commercial

prosperity.

Today's Barcelona is living one of its finest moments.

Qualify and let United American take you there.

Contest ends with the
Divisional Report dated June 26


